
 
 

American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO 
1300 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005 

 
 
To:  Local and State Presidents 

Regional Coordinators 
National Business Agents 
National Advocates 
Resident Officers 

From: Greg Bell, Director  
Industrial Relations 

Date: December 2, 2008 

Re: Award on Annual Leave Exchange Option PTF Employees 
 
  
 Enclosed you will find a copy of a national arbitration award by Arbitrator Linda S. 
Byars regarding a grievance that challenged the Postal Service’s application of the Annual Leave 
Exchange Option (ALEO) MOU when it excluded Part-Time Flexible (PTF) employees from 
that benefit.  The Postal Service’s position was that PTF employees should be excluded from the 
ALEO because they do not receive advanced annual leave.  
 
 Under the MOU, which was agreed to by the parties during the negotiation of the 1998-
2000 National Collective Bargaining Agreement, APWU career employees are allowed to sell 
back a maximum of forty (40) hours of annual leave prior to the beginning of the leave year 
provided that certain criteria are met.  The Postal Service had previously provided similar annual 
leave exchange opportunities to non-bargaining unit employees and to employees represented by 
the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU).  After the APWU and the Postal Service 
agreed to an ALEO benefit for APWU bargaining unit employees, a dispute arose between the 
APWU and the Postal Service over the ALEO as it applied to PTF clerks.  The APWU then filed 
a Step 4 grievance.   
 

After considering the arguments of the APWU and USPS during the arbitration 
proceedings held on May 13 and July 29, 2008, Arbitrator Byars sustained the Union’s 
grievance, finding that the Postal Service violated the National Agreement in its application of 
the ALEO to PTF clerks.  There was no dispute that the term “APWU career employees” as used 
in the MOU was mutually understood by the parties to include PTF employees and the ALEO 
provision contained no exception for PTF employees.  Arbitrator Byars found that the fact that 
PTFs do not receive advanced annual leave does not preclude including PTFs in the ALEO 
benefit.  Byars rejected the Postal Service’s argument that because of their flexible schedule, it 
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would be difficult to determine how much leave to advance them at the beginning of the year.  
Moreover, postal regulations could be changed to say that PTF employees get advanced leave.   

 
Byars also found that the record did not show that the parties when negotiating the ALEO 

MOU understood that PTF employees would be excluded from the ALEO because they did not 
receive advanced annual leave.  To the contrary, APWU President William Burrus stated in an 
article cited by the Postal Service that “Part-time flexible employees who are not advanced 
annual leave and who meet the eligibility criteria will be paid for 80 hours of annual leave with 
will be deducted from the 440 hours carryover.” 

 
 Byars further found that “the Postal Service is not precluded by anything other than its 
own regulation from advancing leave to the PTF employees.”  Byars reasoned that although the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requires employees to receive credit for leave in advance in order 
to avoid the negative tax consequences of exercising the ALEO on leave already earned, the 
Postal Service failed to demonstrate that the Parties mutually understood at the time the ALEO 
was negotiated that the IRS regulation precluded PTF employees from benefitting from the 
option.  Moreover, Byars found that leave can be advanced to PTF employees in order to comply 
with the contractual language and the IRS regulations.   
 
 Arbitrator Byars also rejected the Postal Service’s argument that nearly identical 
language in the MOU between the NPMHU and the Postal Service supports the exclusion of PTF 
employees.  Byars reasoned that even if the parties agreed to the same language that appears in 
the NPMHU contract, it does not necessarily follow that they agreed that the language would 
apply to PTF’s in the same way.   
 
 Arbitrator Byars discredited the testimony of the Postal Service witness who negotiated 
on behalf of the Postal Service for the annual leave exchange option in the contract with the 
NPMHU.  The Postal Service took the position that he was the only person competent to talk 
about the contract provision.  The witness, however, was not involved in the negotiation of the 
ALEO MOU between the Postal Service and the APWU.  The “chief spokesperson” for the 
subcommittee who negotiated the APWU MOU did not testify for the Postal Service.  
 
 Arbitrator Byars instead credited the testimony of APWU President Burrus who, on the 
other hand, was directly involved in the negotiations of the ALEO MOU.  Burrus testified that 
during negotiations, the Postal Service did not take the position that PTF employees were 
excluded or that the practice of the NPMHU contract was to be applied.  Furthermore, Arbitrator 
Byars found that the correspondence between the parties following negotiation of the ALEO 
further supported the APWU’s position that the MOU is clear on its face and that the ambiguity 
created by the practice under the NPMHU contract was not recognized during negotiations.   
 
 A June 5, 2002 award by Arbitrator Jaffe cited by the Postal Service in this arbitration 
concerned a similar dispute over the meaning of the ALEO criterion that requires employees to 
be at the maximum leave carry-over ceiling at the start of the leave year.  Jaffe found that there 
was no basis to adopt an interpretation of the language which was at odds with the well 
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established interpretation given to the language. …” Jaffe also held that if the parties wanted to 
“divorce eligibility for the ALEO from being at the maximum leave carry-over ceiling … they 
could easily have done so.  Byars similarly reasoned in the instant case that “if the parties had 
intended to exclude some career employees from the ALEO benefit, they could easily have done 
so.”  
 

Arbitrator Byars concluded that “Absent an agreement between the Postal Service and the 
APWU, the Arbitrator is without authority to amend the clear language of the MOU in order to 
make it consistent with the application of agreements between the Postal Service and another 
union.  Byars remanded the issue of remedy to the parties and retained jurisdiction if the parties 
are unable to reach agreement. 

 
Enclosure 
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BEFORE: L .nda 3. Byars

APPEARANCES:

For the APWU: Richard S. Edelman

For the USPS: Mary Hercules

Place of Hearing: Washington, D.C.

Date of Hearing: May 13 and July 29, 2008

Post-Hearing Briefs: Post-Marked October 29, 2008

Award Summary

The Parties' MOO regarding ALEO applies to all APWU career
employees. The Postal Service violated the National Agreement
in its application of the ALEC MOO when it excluded PTF
employees from the benefit. As requested by the APWU, the
Arbitrator remands the question of remedy to the Parties and
retains jurisdiction to decide the remedy :if necessary.



Since a ox ,ate' _ 9i the
-y Postal Service has provided

eligible non-bargainino unit employees the o pportunity ti' t

receive a lump sum payment in exchang e
 for a portion of the

annual leave they would otherwise receive at the beginning of

the leave year. [ Transcript p. 94 and Postal Service Exhibit

No. 3.] In 1993 the National Postal Mail Handlers Union

(NPMHU) negotiated an annual leave exchange option for its

represented employees. [Postal Service Exhibit No. 2.]'

During the negotiation of the 1998-2000 Agreement, the Postal

Service and the APWU reached agreement on an annual leave

exchange option (ALEC), which states in a Memorandum of

Understanding (MCU):

The Parties agree that APWU career employees will
be allowed to sell back a maximum of forty (40)
hours of annual leave prior to the beginning of
the leave year provided the following two (2)
criteria are met:

1) The employee must be at the maximum leave
carryover ceiling at the start of the leave year,
and

2) The employee must have used fewer than 75 sick
leave hours in the leave year immediately
preceding the year for which the leave is being
exchanged. [Union Exhibit No. 1 and Joint Exhibit
No. 1, pp. 307-308.]

Following the negotiation of the provision, a dispute

arose over the ALSO as it applied to Part-Time Flexible (PTF)



oi eas. En et ei dated ecober 199, the AP?

n_r ate " a S`ep 4 Gr _ ar:ce p ce t'1^:g the aec : sicn of the

:Dsta Ser._ce o exclude P:F enp l c perecs a":,^ the negotiated

AL . [ int E X? b= Nv o pp. F ester dated March

i , 2 2 C, , the Portal Service denied the Grievance, and by

letter dated March 28, 2000 the APWU appealed the dispute tto

arbitration. [Joint Exhibit No. 2, pp. 1, 4-5.]

The Grievance came before the Arbitrator at hearing on

May 13 and July 29, 2008. At the request of the Parties, the

record remained open for post-hearing briefs. The Parties

agreed to extend the deadline for filing post-hearing briefs

until October 28, 2008. [Unmarked Letter dated October 10,

2008 signed by Richard S. Edelman for the APWU.]

The Parties agree that an earlier issue over timeliness

is withdrawn. [Transcript p. 10.] The following issue is

properly before the Arbitrator for decision and award.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Did the Postal Service violate the National Agreement in

its application of the Memorandum of Un
derstanding regarding

the Annual Leave Exchange Option and, if so, what is the

remedy? [ t
ranscript p. 8, Joint Exhibit No. p.
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u r n no first to th e lanquage of the NOU, there is no

dispute that the term, "AE ,. freer plo v°eS " ^'is a llv

understood by the APU and the Pos t
al Service to include

Full-time, Part-Time Regular, and Part-Time Flexible

emplol.^ees. The ALSO provision contains no exception for PTF

employees, for those who are not advanced annual leave, or

any other exclusion than those expressed as part of the

criteria listed, i.e., the employee must be at the maximum

leave carryover ceiling at the start of the leave year, and

the employee must have used fewer than 75 sick leave hours in

the leave year immediately preceding the year for which the

leave is being exchanged.

The Postal Service submits that the Parties understood at

the time the provision was negotiated that PTF employees

would be excluded from the ALSO because they do not receive

advanced annual leave. There is no dispute that PTF

employees earn annual leave based on the number of hours they

work and do not receive advanced annual leave, as is advanced

to full-time and part-time regular employees. [Postal Service

Exhibit 1o. 6.1 However, contrary to the position of the

Postal Service, these facts do not necessarily preclude

including FTP employees in the ALSO benefit.
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The Postal Ser ,
,4 

e ioa
i
 ntains that because full-tome

employees and pa -t_me regular em _ o t t

"YouB a c an mo re or lets prJ l es t what the y 're expected to earn

th r oug h t he ye ar based on the work schedu le." - T r anscr:.p t p.

125. it is the position of the P Stal Service that BCE

employees are excluded from the ALEC because they "have a

flexible schedule, and it would be difficult to determine how

much leave to advance them at the beginning of the leave

year." [Transcript p. 125.] However, as the testimony of

Benefits and Compensation Manager Ellen Snyder demonstrates,

the regulations provided in Postal Service Exhibit No. 3 do

not state that PTF employees are ineligible for participating

in the ALEC and the regulations could be changed to say that

PTF employees get advance leave. [Transcript pp. 123 and

126.]

Eligible career emplo yees may exercise their option to

sell back leave prior to receiving the advanced leave, which

is not credited to them until the beginning of the next leave

year. By advancing leave to PTF employees, all eligible APWU

career employees will be able to exercise the option to sell

back a maximum of forty hours of annual leave prior to the

beginning of the leave year in which they receive it.

As the Postal Service maintains, articles written by

A=LVU National President William Burrus, who was Executive

Vice President and responsible for negotiating the ALEO

5



c e :. - 'n f : t f _... the .a. _ i ,^ _ ^ e ._, t .''z -i 
a r o a ... i i ; : -1 e , n r

de. ns' ra e at he un lerst d the list : :tisn bet.v en th e

vhs _ece_.-e advanced nnca leave and th.se who acv c ° e ea-,

as r het ear, it, as with PTF Gcp_ vees . Hs:; e'. er, the _ e: rd

does not demonstrate that %,
Ir. Burrus understood that PTF

employees were excluded from the ALSO because they did not

receive advanced leave. To the contrary, Mr. Eurrus'

statement in the same article cited by the Postal Service

includes:

Part-time flexible employees who are not advanced
annual leave and who meet the eligibility criteria
will be paid for 80 hours of annual leave which
will be deducted from the 440 hours carryover.
[Union Exhibit No. 5, p. 3.]

Although there is no dispute that the regulations cited by

the Postal Service prevent exchanging accumulated or earned

leave due to the regulations of the Internal Revenue Service,

the Postal Service is not precluded by anything other than

its own regulation from advancing leave to PTF employees.

The record is undisputed that due to Internal Revenue

Service "constructive receipt" regulations, it is necessary

for employees to receive credit for leave in advance in order

to avoid the negative tax consequences of exercising the ALSO

on leave already earned. However, the record fails to

demonstrate that he Parties mutually understood, at the time

the ALE(O was netotiated, that the IRS reguiatlon precluded

PTF emplo y
ees benefltino from the Option. Moreover, the



record demonstrates that leave can be ac' . -a n ced to PTF

employees in order co _ - -- wit" the : '..-._act ai ' ancu age

whi' e meeting the w.._, .. ag .lations .

The Postal Service maintains that the nearl y identical

language in the memorandum of underst _ . .-Ring between the

and the Postal Service is demonstrative of Its position on

the exclusion of PTF employees. The record demonstrates that

the APWU was aware of the NPMHU annual leave exchange option

at the time of negotiation, as the Postal Service contends.

However, there is no dispute that implementation and

application were not discussed during negotiations.

[Transcript pp. 159 and 169.; Even if the Parties agreed to

the annual leave exchange option language that the Postal

Service negotiated with the NPMHU, it does not necessarily

follow that they were aware of or agreed to the identical

application under the NPMHU contract.

Contrary to the position of the Postal Service, the

record fails to demonstrate that Postal Service witness Sam

Pulcrano, who negotiated the annual leave exchange option in

the contract with the NPMHU, is the only person competent to

talk about the contract provision. Mr. Pulcrano was not

involved in the negotiation of the ALEC MOU between the

Postal Service and the APWU, and the "chief spokesperson at

1



t hat sub notee who w c r.ked on it" hod not tes_if y for the

Postal Service. ran.. c pt pp . 160 and l61.]

when asked ciorong direct-exa o n a. t ion to focus hog

attent-on on the first para grach of t h e MCU language eua in they ^̂ ^ g' g

NPMHU contract and explain what employees were eligible to

participate in the annual leave exchange option, Mr. Pulcrano

stated:

It was all career mailhandler employees who would
receive and be eligible for advanced annual leave,
so that would only apply to full-time regulars and
part-time regulars. [Transcript p. 151.]

There may have been an understanding between the NPMHU and

the Postal Service during the negotiation of their contract

or even later that the MOU regarding the annual leave

exchange option would apply only to full-time and part-time

regular employees, but the contractual language does not

convey such an understanding. As the APWU stated in an

objection to the question posed to Mr. Pulcrano concerning

the meaning of the provision in the Mail Handler contract,

"The document speaks for itself." [Transcript p. 152.]

The language of the MOU negotiated by the Postal

Service and the APWU also speaks for itself, and the record

fails to demonstrate that the APWU understood during

negotiation or agreed during or following negotiation that

the language would not apply to all APWU career employees.

s^_._..- h - u woo
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a

Mr.Burros, who testified that he "was involved on the direct

d `__ ^ns that resulted on the agr
ee lent on the annual

leave exchan ge c" _gin, " pr _ded undo sputetd testimony that

r. the Postal Se
r not did nt take the

during ne ot_ati _,

position that PTF em
ployees were excluded or that the

practice of the NPMHU contract was to be applied. [Transcript

28 64-65.] r testified,"We knw ho to sayv^pp , 	As Mr. Burrus 
know how

if there are exclusions, we know how to say except for part-

time flexible employees, or we know how to say except for

employees who do not receive advance leave, we know how to

write that language." [Transcript pp. 53-54.] The Parties

did not write such language, and the APWU relied on the

language as written.

Citing How Arbitration Works , the APWU reasonably

maintains that, "...when terms are adopted without discussion

during negotiations, an arbitrator may resort to an objective

standard and interpret the terms in accordance with the

ordinary meaning of the words used." [Elkouri & Elkouri, How

Arbitration Works ( Alan M. Rubin, 6"" ed. 2003) pp. 443-449.]

The ordinary and mutually understood meaning by the Parties

of the term, "career employees," includes PTF employees.

Therefore, as the APWU maintains, the language is enforceable

even if the results are contrary to the expectations of the

Postal Service.

a



The correspondence between the Parties f o ll'-:ding

negot_ation of the AEC pro^-ode ` -- t her support for the --- •, U

. s 	yr that the MOU is clear on its face and that thep 

ambiguity created by the practice under the contract

negotiated with the NPMHU was not recognized during

negotiations. Postal Service witness Peter Sgro participated

in the 1998 negotiations with the APWU but did not

participate in the negotiation of the ALEC MOU. [Transcript

p. 163.] 4 However, the testimony and correspondence

indicates that sometime prior to December 15, 1999, Mr. Sgro,

based on advice from the Compensation Department, advised Mr.

Burrus that PTF employees would be included in the ALEO.

[Transcript p. 1 11 0 and Union Exhibit No. 7.] Mr. Sgro

"corrected that statement in a telephone conversation" he had

with Mr. Burrus. [Union Exhibit No. 7.] However, his initial

understanding and agreement with Mr. Burrus is consistent

with the clear language of the ALEC MOU.

Contrary to the position of the Postal Service, it is

not a reasonable and fair conclusion that the APWU agreed to

the same benefit that was previously negotiated and

implemented with the Mail Handlers' Union and implemented

with non-bargaining unit employees. The Parties agree that

implementation and application was not discussed during

negotiations, and the numerous discussions after the fact

the  si:?eau v .-_. ^' y
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over inpleentatiOn are not reL .'ant to the under standing at

the bar' a_nong table. Absent recognition, discussion, and

agreement at the bargaining table to exclude PTF employees,

the clear language is contr.11 ng,

As the Postal Service contends, custom and practice is

one of the standards used for interpreting ambiguous contract

language. However, the contract language is clear in this

case. That PTF employees have no previously been advanced

leave does not preclude advancing leave to them, as advanced

to other career employees, in order for them to participate

in the ALEO benefit. The possibility that PTF employees

could elect to sell more leave than they actually earn and

the burden on the Postal Service to recoup any unearned

exchanged leave does not override clear contractual language.

The Parties have agreed to measures to avoid unintended

negative tax consequences in other circumstances and can do

so for PTF employees.-'

The Postal Service compares a similar grievance decided

by Arbitrator Ira Jaffe on June 5, 2002 involving the Postal

Service and the Fraternal Order of Police. A dispute over

the meaning of the criterion that the employee must be at the

maximum leave carry-over ceiling at the start of the leave

q y . . ~us _ 99.

^.. ._ ..e H z n ^.._ a - p_ar.e u: 

_ _..sue ^_ _L.w_ _'r-_ 
y eeS W 5
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V

'ear, whlh c also : n a r he contract between the

stal Service ce and t': e U, was rest ived in favor :f the
o 

_aic Service. Arbitrator a e'S deccsion is based in part

on his finding that There was no basis to adopt an

interpretation of the language which was at odds with thei 

well established interpretation given to the language in the

other agreements, practice, or published annual bulletins

predating the benefit negotiated for employees represented by

the FOP. However, Arbitrator Jaffe's decision also includes

an analysis of the contractua
l language that concludes with

the following:

If the Parties desired to divorce eligibility for
ALEO from being at the maximum leave carry-over
ceiling and to instead state that all employees
who possessed 440 hours or more of annual leave at
the start of the leave year (including leave hours

credited at the start of the leave 
year for leave

to be earned during the remainder of the leave
year) were eligible for ALEC, they could easily
have done so. They did not. [Case No. NAT-00-

107-C, p. 12.]

Likewise in the instant case, if the Parties had intended to

exclude some career employees from the ALEO benefit, they

could easily have done so. Absent an agreement between the

Postal Service and the APWU, the Arbitrator is without

authority to amend the clear language of the MCU in order to

make it consistent with the application of agreements between



anther u
a

n . cccrd^ .gl y, the

the Postal Service and ti _ .^

r.
t
rao finds f^'."- the 1PWU and makes the f ll :`wing Award.

t 

The .e Postal
Service violated the 

National Agreement in

i

its application of the Memorandum of Understandi
ng regarding

the Annual Leave Exchan
ge Option. Therefore, the Grievance

is sustained. The issue of the remedy is remanded to the

Parties, and the Arbitrator retains jurisdictio
n to decide

the remedy if the Parties are unable to reach agreement.

DATE: November 30, 2008 Linda S. Byars, Arbitrator
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